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Light-frame wood construction comprises nearly 90% of the housing industry

in Canada and the United States. The roofs of these houses can be constructed

either entirely on site or using prefabricated trusses. Assembling the roof

structure on site, otherwise known as stick-framing, is a framing technique

with current code guidelines that are based on past practice and limited

consideration of wind loads. This makes these roof structures susceptible to

failure in high-speed wind events, such as tornadoes. This research proposes

improved stick-framing guidelines that would work for EF-2 tornadoes. Using

non-linear finite element analysis, a stick-framed roof was designed following

the guidelines in the National Building Code of Canada. Non-linear links were

used to model all of the connections between the members in the roof

structure, with frame elements used to represent the members. Increasing

wind loads were applied to the structure and the first elements of the roof that

failed were improved using an iterative performance-based design approach

until the performance target of resistance to EF-2 tornadoes was achieved. The

failure of the roof-to-wall-connections and the lack of members used in the

framing were the two main issues highlighted and addressed. Damage survey

photos were used to compare failures observed in the model with failures after

real tornado events, which demonstrate many similar failure modes. The

research recommends the requirements to ensure stick-framed roofs can

withstand EF-2 tornadoes. Most notable is an improved gable end frame,

which gives the structure more roof-to-wall connections, as well as a more

structurally sound frame where the loads are the highest. Other additions

include struts, hurricane ties at all roof-to-wall connection locations and

increased number of nails in various connections throughout the repeating

inner frames. Minimum member sizes and qualities for each type of member

used in the roof structure are also recommended.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Tornadoes cause significant damage to houses and other

structures that lie in their paths. Additional to structural damage,

there are many deaths and injuries associated with tornadoes as

well. Recent examples include the Joplin, MO tornado in May of

2011, which resulted in over 50 deaths and more than

1,000 injuries, while causing losses of approximately 3 billion

USD (Prevatt et al., 2012; Kuligowski et al., 2014). Another EF-5

tornado, the highest category on the Enhanced Fujita scale,

touched down in Moore, OK in May of 2013. This tornado

resulted in 24 deaths, over 200 injuries, and anywhere from 2 to

3.5 billion USD in damages (Atkins et al., 2014). In the

United States in 2011 alone, tornadoes caused over 26 billion

USD in insured losses (Smith andMatthews, 2015). There appear

to be changing patterns associated with tornadoes and other

high-wind events in North America in recent years (Emanuel,

2005; Elsner et al., 2019). With increased urbanization and

changing patterns of high-wind events, losses are likely to

increase without significant risk mitigation efforts (Bouwer,

2019), particularly for houses.

Houses in Canada and the United States are comprised

mainly of light-frame wood construction. It is estimated

approximately 90% of all residential buildings in the

United States are constructed using this method (Ellingwood

et al., 2004). For the roof structure, there are two primary

methods in which light-frame wood construction can be

implemented. Either prefabricated trusses, consisting of truss

plates joining the members together, or stick-framing, where

members are connected using various nail patterns on site, can be

used to assemble the roof structure. Most houses in North

America have either basic gable or hip roof shapes (Canadian

Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 2014), or are composed of a

combination of the two, making these two roof-assembly

methods both common and practical. The benefits of using a

technique such as stick-framing lie in its simplicity. Construction

requires only the wood members and nails to complete a roof

after the rest of the building is erected. However, guidelines

utilized in stick-framing are based on very old test data and

common practice in the field. Thus, guidance for high-wind

events, such as tornadoes, is needed, if loss reduction is to be

achieved.

Improving building codes for residential wood-frame

buildings to account for EF-2 tornadoes is possible using

fairly conventional construction methods, but for tornadoes

categorized as EF-3 or higher, other construction methods

would have to be implemented, making it much less practical

(Amini and van de Lindt, 2014). After the tornado inMoore, OK,

the city implemented enhanced building codes for tornadoes

ranging from EF-0 to EF-2. Even though EF-5 tornadoes are

much more destructive, about 90% of all tornadoes in the

United States are EF-2 or lower (Storm Prediction Center,

2014) making them far more common, leading to about 46%

of all losses (Simmons et al., 2015). If the new standards

implemented in the city of Moore were applied to all of

Oklahoma, a benefit-cost analysis shows that the potential

benefit in savings with respect to tornado damage costs would

outweigh the cost of implementing the standards by a magnitude

of 3 to 1 (Simmons et al., 2015). With such a significant payback

from improving the building codes, it should be paramount for

building codes to be improved to this standard throughout North

America. In Canada, from 2017 to 2019, more than 95% of all

tornadoes were EF-0 to EF-2 (Sills et al., 2020). Therefore, an

improvement in the building code in Canada to account for EF-2

tornado loads would mitigate much of the damage that occurs to

houses in the country every year because of tornadoes. Such

consideration of tornado loads is beginning to become more

prevalent in low-rise residential building design in North

America. In the United States, ASCE 7-22 is the first edition

to accounts for tornado loads (Structural Engineering Institute,

2022). In Canada, Canadian Standards Association Group just

published a new standard, CSA S520:22, Design and construction

of low-rise residential and small buildings to resist high wind.

The scope of the standard covers the best practice guidance for

the design and construction of low-rise, wood-frame buildings to

withstand high winds corresponding to EF-2 tornado wind

speeds, written to supplement the requirements specified in

Part 9 of the NBCC, Housing and Small Buildings. This

research aims to fill a gap in the standard with respect to

stick-framed construction. The framing practices described

currently in CSA S520:22 only adhere to the use of trussed

frames in the gable roof structure. The suggestion of stick-

framing guidelines that are also resistant to EF-2 tornado

loads would allow for the use of either method in future

construction.

1.2 Stick-frame construction

Stick-framing is a construction method for light-frame wood

houses that can be used when construction of a building and/or

roof structure is completed on-site and prefabricated trusses are

not used. It has been shown that nailed connections tend to be

weaker than the members they join (Weston and Zhang, 2017),

indicating the importance to optimize all connections in a stick-

framed roof to ensure longevity of the structure. There are a wide

variety of members used in stick-framing, which are depicted in

Figure 1. The rafters are the most prominent diagonal members

of the roof framing, connected near their bottom to the wall

plates and at the top of the roof to a ridge board. Collar ties are

the members that connect the rafters to each other at about one-

third of the length of the rafter measured from the top of the roof.

The struts are attached to the rafters at about one-third of the

rafter length from the measured from the roof-to-wall
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connections. Finally, the ceiling joists are connected to each of

the rafters, as well as to the wall plates below. The connections

used to join these members in this study are toe-nailed

connections, face-nailed connections, and ties.

The guidelines and regulations for stick-framed construction

in Canada can be found in Section 9.23 of the National Building

Code of Canada (NBCC 2020). The sections that can be applied

to stick-built roof construction cover member spacing, maximum

spans, connections between framing members, shaping of rafters,

and ridge support. To ensure that all wood-framing done in

Canada can be resilient against EF-2 tornadoes, the requirements

must be improved.

Testing on stick-framed roofs in Canada goes back as far as

1954, when the then-recently-founded Division of Building

Research decided to assess the structural integrity of

conventional house construction under both wind and snow

loads (Dorey and Schriever, 1957). Some of the current building

code guidelines can even be traced back as far as 1963, when the

Division of Building Research in Canada analyzed nailing

patterns for conventional roof frames (Thorburn, 1963). This

study also concluded that no failures occurred in any members

during testing, indicating that there was not a balanced design

between the strength of the connections of the roof frames and

the framing members themselves. The building code

requirements at the time involved wind loads of 1.9 kN/m2,

for which the then-suggested nailing patterns’ strength

sufficed. These loads are about half of those that are applied

to the roof structure due to EF-2 tornado winds in this research.

There has been significant research on certain elements of the

roof structure, such as roof-to-wall connections (RTWC).

Testing on toe-nailed RTWCs has shown that they fail in

increments with the majority of damage occurring at the peak

pressures with multiple peak values often being required for a

connection to fail (Morrison and Kopp, 2011). However, this

may not be the case for tornadoes due to their relatively short

duration. In the Morrison and Kopp study, the reduction in

capacity due to factors such as construction errors was also

recorded, as well as the method of failure of the RTWCs.

Load-sharing between RTWCs has also been studied

(Henderson et al., 2013), as well as the effect of various

parameters that lead to the failure of said RTWCs in wood-

frame houses (Gavanski and Kopp, 2017), namely roof shape and

openings in the wall, which alters internal pressures. A study with

similar methodology as used in the current paper was conducted

in 1999, using standards to calculate loads on a light-frame wood

roof and assess the structural reliability, however it only assessed

the RTWCs and none of the other connections within the roof

structure (Rosowsky and Cheng, 1999).

There has not been an in-depth analysis done on all of the

various connections and members in a stick-built roof structure

under tornado wind loads. While some parts of wood-frame

roofs that have been examined using non-linear finite element

analysis (Navaratnam et al., 2020), it is possible that detailed

performance has not been investigated since there can be

upwards of 30 types of connections implemented in the

construction of a single house (Pan et al., 2014). This leads to

challenges because of the level of complexity required to

accurately simulate the nonlinear behaviour of these connections.

One of the first uses of finite element modelling for research

relating to wind loading on full wood-frame roofs was in 1989,

when the jump from simpler structural models for individual

roof trusses to a full three-dimensional roof model of

interconnected trusses was made to find the effects of load

sharing (Cramer and Wolfe, 1989). Another three-dimensional

model of a gable roof was created to study the failure of

connections under hurricane wind loading, namely RTWCs

modelled using non-linear elements defined using load-

displacement relationships found in test data (Pan et al.,

FIGURE 1
Sketch of a stick-built roof with all the members labelled.
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2014). More recently, a three-dimensional building model was

created to showcase the load paths, as well as the load sharing,

from wind loads in a wood-frame house, using non-linear

connections (He et al., 2019). With this methodology, the

authors were able to capture some of the failure methods

commonly observed in post-disaster damage surveys, and

have since expanded on their research by modelling tie

connectors for the RTWCs (He et al., 2018).

For finite element models developed to predict the behaviour

of wood-frame houses, non-linear springs have been the most

commonly implemented element to represent connections

between various roof components (Dao and van de Lindt,

2008; Kumar et al., 2012). The use of non-linear elements in

full three-dimensional roof models can lead to the performance-

based design concept of wood-frame roofs. The definition of

non-linear link elements to define framing-to-framing

connections has been implemented before in finite element

models pertaining to wood-frame roofs (Asiz et al., 2009).

This definition uses load-displacement data to define the

translational spring properties of each framing connector, a

similar approach to the link definition used in the finite

element model depicted in this research. Roof frame members

in the aforementioned papers are most commonly defined using

linear isotropic three-dimensional frame elements, with

sheathing panels defined using shell elements with linear

orthotropic material properties.

1.3 Observations from damage surveys

Tornado damage surveys give the opportunity to

retroactively evaluate the wind speeds of the tornado by

looking at the damage to structures and comparing it to

damage indicators on the Enhanced Fujita Scale (EF-Scale) for

rating tornado intensities (Mehta, 2013). Initially proposed in

1971 (Fujita, 1971), it has since been modified by researchers to

alter inconsistencies with respect to the damage indicators and

estimated wind speeds associated with them (Texas Tech

University, 2006). Recommendations have also been made for

its application specifically in Canada (Sills et al., 2014). These

modifications include a wider variety of damage indicators

relating to structures and other objects to more accurately

assess the wind speed of a tornado after the event has occurred.

With regards to structural failures in stick-built roofs, the

failures most commonly occur from a lack of members in the

roof, or connections that are either missing nails or are not

sufficiently adequate to resist the wind loads from the tornado.

There are several clear indications that a roof structure is stick

built: a lack of connector plates for trusses, individually nailed

FIGURE 2
(A) Ceiling joists remaining in place after roof structure is
removed (Joplin, Mo., 2011; courtesy of Dr. David Prevatt). (B)
Stick-framed roof with a clear lack of members (Joplin, Mo., 2011;
courtesy of Dr. David Prevatt).

FIGURE 3
Sketch of axial and shear springs within a non-linear link [after
CSi America (2014)].
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connections, or ceiling joists remaining on the structure even

after the roof has been removed, as shown in Figure 2A.

There are a variety of images in which the roof structure

clearly lacked sufficient members or connections to be

structurally competent in high-wind events. A stick-framed

roof using fewer members in the roof structure means the

existing members are under a higher load demand. Clearly, the

use of fewer members results in fewer connections within the

roof structure. This creates relatively larger tributary areas for

both the connections and members, which increases the load

demand on these elements. Photos often show the difference in

damage between a stick-built roof and a prefabricated roof that

are situated near each other. The stick-built roofs will fail

entirely, leaving just the ceiling joists attached to the rest of

the structure, whilst the roof constructed with prefabricated

trusses remains largely intact. Figure 2B shows a roof failure

that exposes a clear lack of members in the roof with a large

interior area.

A recurring issue with both stick-frame and truss-roof

construction is the failure of the roof-to-wall connections.

These connections resist the entire uplift of the structure and

are commonly the initial point of failure in any wood-framed

roof. Sheathing is also a weak point in roofs (however, it is not

structurally analyzed for failure in the present paper). Both these

failure modes need to be addressed, and this paper addresses the

RTWC component, amongst any additional stick-framing

improvements.

Damage survey photos with exposed connections often show

that the construction was done using an insufficient number of

nails or other connectors when compared to the local building

codes or other connections within the same structure.

Inconsistencies in nailed connections are a common

occurrence in stick-framing, as hundreds of nails have to be

used to connect members throughout a roof, which can lead to

misplaced nails, leading to roof failures at those locations (Hong

and He, 2015). Photos examined in a paper in 2017 (Kopp et al.,

2017) show roof-to-wall connections composed of only one nail,

instead of the code-required three in Canada.

The information gathered by damage survey photos can be

used to find recurring issues with framing and connections to

come up with solutions to address those problems. The damage

survey images included in this section have shown a lack of

consistency when it comes to stick-framing, which stems from an

insufficiently detailed sections on stick-framing in building codes

that are not engineered for high-wind events.

The objective of this research is to develop engineered stick-

framing guidelines that can be easily utilized by builders to

improve the resilience of light-frame wood roof structures

against loads that can occur during an EF-2 tornado. The

savings from insured damages, as well as the injuries and

TABLE 1 Design capacities of connections.

Connection Axial (N) Shear (N)

2-Nail Toe-Nail 325 1300

3-Nail Toe-Nail 490 1950

2-Nail Face-Nail 490 1570

3-Nail Face-Nail 730 2355

10-Nail Face-Nail 2430 7830

H2.5 Hurricane Tie 4380 735

FIGURE 4
Load-deformation curve data points for 3-nail toe-nailed connections in model.

TABLE 2 Design capacities of members.

Member size Bending (N·mm) Shear (N) Tension (N)

2 × 4 1,276,976 7,244 27,622

2 × 6 3,137,536 11,395 37,657

Select Structural 4,695,000 11,395 58,881

2250Fb-1.9E 8,647,288 11,395 98,435
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deaths avoided are the dominant driving forces behind the

research. The guidelines this research comes up with will also

have the goal of being easily implementable in the field, using a

minimal variety of materials to limit construction errors.

2 Methodology

2.1 Approach

To accomplish the objectives, a stick-framed gable roof is

modeled using SAP 2000. To predict failure modes under wind

uplift, the non-linear three-dimensional finite element model

defines the physical properties of every connection and member.

Following the performance-based design concept, the loads are

applied incrementally to the model, and the location of first

failure is identified then retrofitted with different nailing patterns,

connectors, or larger members, as appropriate. Sets of analyses

are conducted iteratively until the performance target is reached.

2.2 Structural model

To achieve the objectives following a performance-based design

approach, it is necessary to have a finite element (FE) model

representative of a stick-built roof. Examining the demand on the

individual elements, obtained from the FE model, and comparing

them to the capacities defined from test data make it possible to find

themodes of failure forwhich the roof structure needs to be improved.

There are three main components of the model to be defined,

namely the connections between framing members, the framing

members themselves, and the sheathing panels. There are a

variety of connection properties defined for pull-out and shear

resistance for the various nailing patterns and ties. The frame

members initially all use SPF (Spruce-Pine-Fir) No.1/No.2 light

structural framing members, while the sheathing panels all use

the same material, OSB (oriented strand board).

Each frame-to-frame connection in the model is defined

using a multi-linear plastic link. To implement this two-node

link, a double node concept has been utilized, with a user-defined

10 mm gap to define the length of the connecting links, which

have fixed rotational degrees of freedom. The three degrees of

freedom that represent the axial and both shear directions must

be defined for each specific connection. Figure 3 displays how

SAP2000 uses the axial and shear degree of freedoms to connect

joint i to joint j for a non-linear link element.

The axial and shear directional properties of the non-linear

links were defined using a combination of code values for

capacities and test data for non-linear load-deformation

curves. Calculations following CSA O86-14 are completed for

all connection types, and are summarized in Table 1. The design

values for connection capacity in both axial and shear values are

significantly lower than the capacities found in test data for both

face-nailed and toe-nailed connections, by up to a factor of

6 when comparing the axial resistance for toe-nailed

connections (Riley and Sadek., 2003; Morrison and Kopp

2011) as required by CSA O86. Using the code-required

design values is appropriate since the goal of this research is

to improve the stick-built regulations found in building codes.

This results in a safer design, due to safety factors. This addresses

the potential uncertainties in the limit state and follows a

performance-based design approach that meets code

requirements. Due to this, experimental results may have

failures in the same connections at higher loads; however, the

sequence of failures would be consistent.

The definition of the non-linear connection curves are based

on test data. For face-nailed connections, single-nail withdrawal

curves are used as a guide to re-create the force-displacement

curves in the axial and shear directions. For toe-nailed

connections, the same process is completed with toe-nailed

test data. The curve for toe-nail withdrawal data followed test

data from a 2003 study (Riley and Sadek, 2003), with the idealized

curve defined in SAP2000 using the calculated capacity.

As shown in Figure 4, the yield and ultimate capacity points

are taken at the locations of the average displacement from the

test data, which in this case occur at 1 mm and 7 mm,

respectively. The softening phase of the curve is not included

in the link definitions as the location of first failure is all that is

being noted, with no intent to capture the post-failure behaviour.

This also provides greater numerical stability and faster

convergence for the model. Hurricane ties may also be used

for connections under significant load. The capacities of the ties

used in the finite element model are taken from test data (Reed

et al., 1997). A similar definition is used as for the nailed

TABLE 3 Load cases applied to the finite element model.

Load case Loading information

1 Wind Loading with uplift on both sides of the roof

(ASCE 7-22, Chapter 27)

+ Dead Load

2 Wind Loading with downforce replacing uplift on

windward roof (ASCE 7-22, Chapter 27)

+ Dead Load

3 Wind Load Case A (ASCE 7-22, Chapter 28)

+ Dead Load

4 Wind Load Case B (ASCE 7-22, Chapter 28)

+ Dead Load

5 Snow Load (NBCC 2015)

+ Dead Load

6 Components and Cladding Load on selected areas

(ASCE 7-22, Chapter 30) with

worst case Wind Load from Load Cases 1-4

+ Dead Load
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connections, using a load-deformation curve from hurricane tie

testing (He et al., 2018).

To represent the framing members in the stick-built roof, the

SAP2000 model uses three-dimensional frame elements where

the material geometric and physical properties are defined as 2 ×

4 (38 × 89 mm) and 2 × 6 (38 × 140 mm) SPF No.1/

No.2 members. To define the SPF No.1/No.2 properties in

SAP 2000, orthotropic directional symmetry is chosen, which

requires the definition of directional properties of wood. The

capacities of the 2 × 4 and 2 × 6 member sizes in bending, shear,

and tension, are calculated using specified strengths from the

Canadian Wood Design Manual for structural light framing. The

member capacities of all member grades and sizes are

summarized in Table 2.

Sheathing panels are defined to ensure the model accounts

for their bending rigidity, as they are present in virtually all

residential roof structures. The sheathing panels are defined

using thin shell elements, with a membrane thickness of

11.125 mm (7/16 in.), a common size. Similarly to frame

elements, orthotropic material directional symmetry was used.

The capacity of the sheathing panels was not calculated as they

were not examined for failure in the model. The scope of the

failures examined in the research were limited to the specific

stick-framing practices since the performance of sheathing

panels has been examined in the literature (Lee and

Rosowsky, 2005).

To create the model, the members are all drawn on a pre-

defined grid and then connected to each other using the two-

node link elements previously described. Rigid links are only

used where necessary to connect members together whose

center-lines are slightly off-set. Meshing analysis was

completed for the sheathing panels to ensure accurate results.

The frame elements used auto-mesh to match the meshing of the

area elements where applicable.

2.3 Loads

The loading in this study partially follows the American

Society of Civil Engineers Standard (ASCE 7-22) for wind

loading and the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC

2020) for snow loading. The tornado wind loads applied were

calculated using the same method as the CSA S520:22 standard,

which this research aims to supplement. The various load cases

were chosen to test the limits of the structural components and

connections with regards to uplift on the roof, shear across the

structure and snow loading. Four Main Wind Force Resisting

System (MWFRS) load cases were applied to the roof, following

Chapter 27 and Chapter 28 of ASCE 7-22, as well as Components

and Cladding (C&C) loading from Chapter 30 applied to the

tributary areas of connections being targeted. These load cases

have high internal positive internal pressures, assuming wall

damage has occurred. A load case with snow loads must be

applied as well to test the member and connections’ resilience in

the opposite direction from the previous cases. All of the load

cases include the dead weight of the structure, which is composed

of the Spruce-Pine-Fir (SPF) members and Oriented Strand

Board (OSB) sheathing panels. The connections, albeit small,

are defined as weightless.

Wind loadingmust be applied following various assumptions

and, therefore, it is important to note the characteristics of wind

in the atmospheric boundary layer and wind in tornado events to

properly apply realistic loading on a gable roof model. This

research includes several assumptions for applying tornado loads

using the same approach as laid out in ASCE 7-22. The static

pressure drop in tornadoes and aerodynamic effects are relatively

small in larger tornadoes for small buildings (Kopp and Wu,

2020). However, the wind profile effects are significant with

maximum wind speeds occurring very close to the ground

(Wurman and Kosiba, 2018). ASCE 7-22 accounts for this

using a flat velocity profile all the way to the ground with no

terrain roughness adjustments.

The wind speed chosen for load calculations, 135 miles per

hour, is the upper end of the EF-2 tornado wind speed. The wind

directionality factor, Kd, is taken as 0.80 from the updated ASCE

7-22. The exposure category selected is C. The velocity pressure

exposure coefficient, Kz, is assumed to be 1, following common

practice for EF-2 tornado design. The load combinations from

NBCC, as shown later in this section, use a 1.0 factor for wind

instead of the 1.4 factor otherwise used due to the wind load

being based on an explicit tornado wind speed.

After the uplift capabilities of the structure are tested against

wind loading, a load case with snow loads must be checked as

well. The snow and rain loads taken for the snow load calculation

were the 90th percentile loads of all locations given in the NBCC.

The loads applied encompass all cities and towns of notable size

in Canada, with the final 10% of towns not accounted for being

located in rural and/or northern areas. This ensures that the

proposed recommendations are applicable for virtually all new

construction in Canada. The load cases are summarized in

Table 3.

The load combinations used, taken from NBCC 2015, are:

• Case 3: 1.25D + 1.5S

• Case 4: (1.25D or 0.9D) + 1.0W

• Specified Loads: D = Dead, S = Snow, W = Wind

Case 4 above uses the 0.9 multiplier for the dead load, as that

gives a higher uplift load on the structure. The load combinations

including both snow and wind companion loads have been

omitted, since the wind loads of an EF-2 tornado would not

be concurrent with snow loading.

In the model, all loads are applied to the sheathing area

elements, which are connected directly to all of the rafters

throughout the structure, and the loads are transferred from

the sheathing uniformly to the frames. The loads acting on the
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ends of the gable roof laterally are applied to the structure using

vertical OSB sheathing panels. The loading was applied using a

nonlinear, direct-integration time-history for wind loads and a

nonlinear, multi-step static approach for both dead and snow

loads. The non-linearity of the analysis types has to mirror the

non-linearity of the model’s connections themselves to be

functional. The time history wind load is defined with

100 output time steps over the course of 10 s using a ramping

load, which allows for a precision analysis to determine which

connections or members fail first. These failed elements are then

improved and the ramp load is applied again to the updated

model to find the next location of failure.

2.4 Validation of model

For the validation of the non-linear finite element model,

three different checks were conducted to verify the functionality

and response of the model. The first is an individual validation

done for a single defined connection. This was achieved by

applying incremental uplift and shear ramp loading to ensure

the link was reacting properly in a nonlinear fashion at the

component level similar to experimental results obtained from

the literature. Additionally, loads were applied such that the links

remained in the linear range and the results were compared to

static equilibrium calculations. Numerical results show strong

agreement with hand calculations from static equilibrium for all

checked connections. Two sets of analyses were then completed

to validate the entire three-dimensional gable roof structure. Due

to the redistribution of the loads between connections based on

relative stiffness, different methods were followed for the

validation completed at both the global and local (connection)

levels. At the global level, the validation consisted of applying

uplift loads and ensuring the sum of the forces resisted at the

roof-to-wall connections is the same as the sum of the uplift loads

applied. There was a 0.046% difference in the uplift applied when

compared to the forces restrained at the RTWCs, which shows a

strong agreement. This ensured global convergence of the

numerical model at each time step and validated the global

behaviour. Validation was also conducted at the component

level to check the reactions of connections. Due to a lack of

experimental data available analyzing the failure of all types of

connections in a stick-framed roof structure, validating the

model was based on the relative stiffness between connections

and how the load was redistributed past the yielding point of the

nail’s nonlinear range. A relative stiffness approach was followed

rather than a quantitative validation for each link individually.

This gave accurate force estimates in locations where many

connections are located in close proximity, namely the RTWC

areas where the rafter RTWC, ceiling joist RTWC and ceiling

joist to rafter connections. Finally, a check was completed to

ensure the effective load transfer to connections based on their

tributary area. A load was applied in the same fashion as a

FIGURE 5
Load-deformation curves taken from test data [Riley and Sadek, (2003)] △, plotted alongside load-deformation curves of the same defined
connections from post-analysis ○: (A) RTWC Axial; (B) RTWC Lateral Shear.

FIGURE 6
Load sharing from post-analysis data, showing the defined
load-deformation capacity of the RTWC in the axial direction △,
the load taken by the RTWC at the gable end frame ○, and the load
taken by the RTWC at the 11th inner frame □.
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components and cladding load would be applied, to the tributary

area of a single connection, and the forces observed in the

connection were then compared to the forces applied to

ensure the load path in the model was functional. Overall, the

validation of the model through comparison to past tests is

challenging, as there is no completed research that uses

similar gable roof configurations and stick-framing techniques.

Roof-to-wall connections and other nailed connections

throughout the roof structure are defined to act in a similar

fashion to the non-linear connections described in the literature.

Load-deflection curves from test data have been implemented for

defining the non-linear behaviour of connections in finite

element models presented in past research (He et al., 2018),

although that was done using test capacities directly. For

validation purposes, the RTWCs in the model were first

defined using test data. This ensured that the defined

connections were acting similarly to the test data before

reducing the connections’ capacities to match code capacities

for the performance-based design analysis. The comparison

between test data and the model load-deformation curves

before reducing connection capacity is shown in Figure 5. It

can be noticed from this figure that the model accurately

captures the nonlinear behavior of the connection both in

axial and shear. The results from the model are perfectly

matching test data except for the softening branch which has

not been considered in the implementation of the link

properties for faster convergence since the scope of this

study is not focusing on the post-failure behavior. This

validation was done for a single connection as well as for the

complete three-dimensional model. Furthermore, to validate

that the model results consider the load sharing between the

connections, another comparison is done as shown Figure 6.

The results shown in this figure indicate that connections in

different locations in the roof experience different demands, as

should be expected based on the load patterns applied. For

example, at an instantaneous time step where the first failure is

noticed in the RTWC at the gable end other connections near

the middle of the roof structure might be still within the linear

range demand. This validates that the model accurately predicts

the load sharing between connections.

A post-analysis validation was also conducted using damage

survey images. The primary failure mode observed in the model

matched the most common failure mode in damage survey

images, the failure of the rafter roof-to-wall connection. This

connection has been studied due to its susceptibility to early

failure during high-wind events in the past as well (Amini and

van de Lindt, 2014; Gavanski and Kopp, 2017). A mesh

sensitivity analysis was completed for the shell elements

modelling the roof sheathing, and the frames used matching

FIGURE 7
Definition of all members and connections in the initial model.

TABLE 4 Connections used in the first model iteration, following
NBCC 2015.

Connection name Details

Rafter RTWC 3-Nail Toe-Nailed

Ceiling Joist RTWC 2-Nail Toe-Nailed

Ceiling Joist to Rafter 7-Nail Face-Nailed

Collar Tie to Rafter 3-Nail Face-Nailed

Collar Tie Brace to Collar Tie 2-Nail Face-Nailed

Rafter to Ridge Board 3-Nail Toe-Nailed
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mesh sizes to connect between the two elements. This analysis

ensured accurate results independent of mesh size, and was done

until two successive mesh sizes gave similar results with a

reasonable analysis time.

3 Results

The first iteration of the model structure follows the

2020 NBCC requirements in Section 9.23. Figure 7 displays

the labels of all the connections and members used in the

roof structure, with Table 4 summarizing the initial

connections used. Using a performance-based design

approach, the locations of failure are identified and

upgraded sequentially until the structure does not fail

under EF-2 tornado loads. Demand-capacity (D/C) ratios

are recorded throughout the design process to check for the

failure of various elements used in the gable roof structure.

The concept and application of D/C ratios in this

performance-based design approach are based on past

wood-frame research (Stevenson et al., 2018). Final

recommendations and D/C ratios of all elements of the

last iteration are provided.

Failure herein is defined as the D/C ratio > 1 for any single

element. Although the remaining roof will still be temporarily

intact, the load sharing changes throughout the connections, and

further failures are likely to occur. The results indicate that the

first locations of failure are the RTWCs of both the rafter and the

ceiling joist, consistent with the work of (He et al., 2019). The first

failure within the structure occurs at just 14% of the target EF-2

load. The failure occurs at such a low wind load due to the fact

that CSA O86 requires a capacity of the three-nail toe-nailed

connections that are a factor of more than 5 lower than typical

measured test values.

With the RTWCs being such weak points in the design, it is

clear that the structure would benefit from more RTWCs being

added to the roof. This can be done by adding connections

between the gable end frames and the walls below, essentially

giving the gable roof four sides with RTWCs, similar to hip roofs.

Adding vertical members connecting the rafters to the bottom of

the gable end frames and adding RTWCs to the bottom of the

gable frame will transfer a significant portion of the load through

the gable end frames rather than all of the load going through the

rafters to the rafter and ceiling joist RTWCs.

Improving the gable end frames is also beneficial to many

other connections and members throughout the structure, as the

maximum demand in the initial model is often found at the gable

end frame for structural elements. Analyzing early results, before

improving the gable end frames, indicate the need for this

alteration to be completed. Below, the D/C ratios of the

model layout with struts and various improved connections

are plotted from all frames within the structure to compare

the demand on the gable end frame against the demand on other

frames in the roof. The results, shown in Figure 8; Figure 9,

FIGURE 8
The D/C ratios of the connections throughout the roof structure: (A) Rafter RTWC; (B) Ceiling Joist RTWC; (C) Ceiling Joist to Rafter; (D) Collar
Tie to Rafter; (E) Rafter to Ridge Board; (F)Collar Tie Brace to Collar Tie; and (G) Strut to Rafter & Ceiling Joist. Each connection has D/C ratios shown
for the axial direction ○, and each shear direction △, □. Frame numbers 1 and 22 indicate the gable end frames.
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indicate that the majority of structural elements undergo their

largest D/C ratio at the gable end frame location.

To improve the gable end frames, inspiration was taken from

Section 6.3.1 of CSA S520, Gable Roofs (Canadian Standards

Association Group, 2022). This includes both specified gable end

framing, including gable end bracing, and using hurricane ties as

RTWCs. Hurricane ties are used at all RTWC locations in the

roof structure. H2.5 hurricane ties from Simpson Strong-Tie are

FIGURE 9
The D/C ratios of the frames throughout the roof structure: (A) Rafter; (B) Ceiling Joist; (C) Collar Tie; (D) Ridge Board; (E) Collar Tie Brace; (F)
Strut. Each member has D/C ratios shown for moment ○ and shear △. Frame numbers 1 and 22 indicate the gable end frames.
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used. These are added to the connections for all RTWCs and was

chosen since it adequately resists the uplift, as well as being

commonly implemented and inexpensive. The H2.5 tie can also

be added to a toe-nailed connection, which is required since the

shear capacity of the tie is low.

With the addition of the RTWCs and gable end framing

specified above, the model is once again run to analyze the need

for improvement of other elements. Noted locations that had

high initial D/C ratios are the collar tie to rafter connection and

the size of the rafter member. The moment in the members can

be significantly reduced by adding struts one-third of the way up

the rafters that connect to the ceiling joists below. After the

inclusion of the struts, the additional changes required to resist

wind loads are summarized in Table 5, starting with the first

element to fail and continuing in order of failure.

Additional changes are considered due to the snow load case.

The weight of the snow on the roof combined with the dead load

of the structure created the worst-case loading scenario for a few

of the elements. The changes required to these elements are

shown in order of first failure to last in Table 6. All of these are in

addition to the improvements required to withstand the wind

loading of the EF-2 tornado.

TABLE 5 All of the updated connections (C) and members (M) due to wind loading in order of failure.

Element name Failure mode Initial Updated

Collar Tie to Rafter (C) Shear 3-Nail Face-Nail 6-Nail Face-Nail

Rafter (M) Moment SPF No.1/No.2 2 × 4 SPF Select Structural 2 × 6

Ceiling Joist (M) Moment SPF No.1/No.2 2 × 4 SPF Select Structural 2 × 6

Collar Tie (M) Moment SPF No.1/No.2 2 × 4 SPF No.1/No.2 2 × 6

Ridge Board (M) Moment SPF No.1/No.2 2 × 4 SPF No.1/No.2 2 × 6

Strut (M) Moment SPF No.1/No.2 2 × 4 SPF No.1/No.2 2 × 6

TABLE 6 All of the updated connections (C) and members (M) due to snow loading in order of failure.

Element name Failure mode Initial Updated

Rafter (M) Moment SPF Select Structural 2 × 6 MSR 2250Fb-1.9E

Collar Tie to Rafter (C) Shear 6-Nail Face-Nail 10-Nail Face-Nail

Ceiling Joist to Rafter (C) Shear 7-Nail Face-Nail 10-Nail Face-Nail

TABLE 7 Final D/C ratios of the connections.

Connection name Axial D/C Shear2 D/C Shear3 D/C

Rafter RTWC 0.633 0.833 0.485

Ceiling Joist RTWC 0.615 0.823 0.433

Ceiling Joist to Rafter ~0 0.390 0.941

Collar Tie to Rafter ~0 0.052 0.974

Rafter to Ridge Board 0.969 0.744 0.283

Collar Tie Brace to Collar Tie 0.496 0.025 0.115

Strut to Rafter/Ceiling Joist ~0 0.950 0.631

Gable end stud to wall/top plate 0.835 0.790 0.068

Gable end stud brace to stud ~0 0.816 0.397

Gable end diagonal brace to stud ~0 0.430 0.732

Gable end diagonal brace to blocking ~0 0.543 0.878

Outrigger to gable end rafter 0.381 0.186 0.008

Outrigger to other rafters ~0 0.940 0.472

Blocking to rafters ~0 0.764 0.426
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In summary, the wind load cases are responsible for the

design of both of the RTWCs, as well as the ceiling joist, collar

tie, and ridge board members. The snow load case has the

largest effect on the rafter members and the connections that

attach the rafter to other members, namely the collar tie-to-

rafter and ceiling joist-to-rafter connections. The high forces

in the gable end frames make it critical to change the layout of

those frames. Adding more RTWCs ensures that the extreme

load demand on the edge of the roof structure and the

overhang are effectively dealt with. The demand-capacity

ratios for all elements in the final recommended structure

are included to show locations near design capacity. The D/C

ratios are calculated using the maximum demand on the

connection or member at any location within the roof

structure for any load case. Table 7 shows the D/C ratios of

the connections and Table 8 shows the D/C ratios for all

members in the structure.

There are a significant number of D/C ratios exceeding 0.9,

which is due to the elements being designed to withstand the

applied loads, but without being over-designed. Every connection

requires the specified number of nails. The safety factors applied

in the calculations for the capacities of the connections ensure

that they are structurally capable regardless of the high demand/

capacity ratios shown above.

4 Discussion

Comparing the failure of elements observed in the model to

damage survey photos of stick-framed roofs indicate the weak

points in the current practice. The RTWCs are the connections

that were the most over-capacity in the model. This aligns with

many damage survey photos which show that the entire roof

structure has been lifted off the wall plates. This is by far the

most common failure mode observed from all the stick-built

roof failures analyzed. In these images, the rafter RTWCs failed

more often than any other connection in the frame. The

connection between the rafter and ceiling joist also failed,

allowing for the removal of the entire roof. The

recommended 7-nail connection between the ceiling joists

and rafters is often seen in structures as constructed using

only 3 nails, which makes it unsurprising that the ceiling joists

remain attached to the walls after the rafter RTWCs fail. As seen

from the initial model data, collar tie to rafter connections are

also a highly likely location of failure. Figure 2B shows the

removal of half the roof, indicating the failure of not just the

RTWC, but also the collar tie to rafter connection, as many

collar ties can still be seen on other non-failed frames. The

collar tie to rafter connections were, after both RTWCs, the

most altered connection from the model, with seven additional

nails required to resist the load demand. This indicates another

failure mode that can be explained with the model’s results. The

recommendations that this research suggests are visualized in a

damage survey photo in Figure 10 and in a schematic in

Figure 10.

Due to the early failure of RTWCs in stick-framed roofs, it is

hard to discern the order of failure of many of the remaining

connections based solely on the damage survey photos, as they

would not be able to fail after the removal of the roof structure.

Any damages that would be visible on a removed roof structure

could also possibly not be from wind loads, but also from impact

with the ground or other objects.

5 Final discussion and conclusion

The results show that existing guidelines are inadequate for

tornado loads, calculated following a similar method to CSA

S520. The improvements identified herein touch upon almost all

of the connections in the stick-built roof structure, and bring up

the need to recommend member sizes and strengths in order to

achieve resistance to EF-2 wind loads and significant snow loads.

The final recommendations for stick-built roof framing are

shown in Figures 11–13. These recommendations cover all

TABLE 8 Final D/C ratios of the members.

Member name Tension D/C Compression D/C Shear D/C Moment D/C

Rafter 0.023 0.459 0.772 0.943

Ceiling joist 0.117 0.021 0.249 0.823

Collar tie 0.119 0.331 0.038 0.458

Ridge board 0.063 0.092 0.742 0.710

Collar tie brace 0.031 0.022 0.092 0.340

Strut 0.054 0.083 0.206 0.423

Gable end stud 0.151 0.367 0.563 0.967

Gable end stud brace 0.287 ~0 0.391 0.483

Gable end diagonal brace 0.064 0.113 0.298 0.470

Outriggers 0.002 0.023 0.294 0.842
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aspects of the framing, the repeated inner framing connection

and member layout, the gable end frame specifications, as well as

the outrigger framing. Following this is a list of additional

specifications not shown in Figures 11–13.

• All nails, unless otherwise specified, are 3.33 mm diameter

x 76 mm length

• The repeating inner frames are to be spaced at no more

than 600 mm on centre

• All gable end studs are to be oriented with their

strong axis perpendicular to the face of the gable end

frame

• Diagonal gable end bracing does not need to be added

within 1,200 mm of the edges of the gable end frame

• Blocking is not required between any rafters that do not

have a brace attached in their bay or are adjacent to such a

rafter

• Gable end studs are to be braced horizontally if they exceed

1800 mm in height

• Outriggers shall extend at least as long as the cantilevered

distance inwards (ie. to the first rafter inwards if cantilever

is 600 mm)

• The rafter to ridge board connection can use one of the

rafter hanger options for increased strength and longevity

FIGURE 10
(A) Thesis recommendations highlighted on a damage survey photo. (B) Visualization of the thesis recommendations for the damaged roof
structure.
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The three-dimensional numerical model used in this

research effectively imitated the reaction of a stick-framed

roof structure due to the use of test data to define the non-

linear aspect of all nailed connections. Being able to analyze

all frames in the roof at once ensured the first

locations of failure were recognized and improved upon

with ease.

This research helps to close the knowledge gap for stick-

framing construction with respect to tornado loads. Using some

similar design aspects to trussed roof structures, there is now a

feasible design resistant of tornado loads up to the EF-2 level.

Other roof shapes and sizes to be considered can be analyzed

following a similar methodology as depicted in this research,

filling out the remaining gaps in stick-framing tornado design.

FIGURE 11
The recommended connections and members in the repeating inner frame.

FIGURE 12
The recommended connections and members in the gable end frame.
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